FILE 9 LIFEWAY’S VBS16 SUBMERGED GRADES 1-2 BIBLE STUDY

VBS 2016 Grades 1–2 Bible Study Base
Purpose Statement
This 2-hour plan is designed to equip and train leaders to teach Lifeway’s VBS 2016
Submerged Bible study materials to 1st and 2nd graders.

Resources to Collect, Prepare, and Copy
Resources to Collect
Step 1
• Bible Study Enhanced CD
Step 3
• Dive Bag
• Grades 1–2 Bible Study Leader Guide
• Grades 1–2 Bible Study Leader Pack
• Bible Study Enhanced CD
• Dive Kit: Grades 1–6
• VBS Devotional Bible for Kids
• 3-ring binder
• Sheet protectors
• School of fish cutouts
Step 4
• Giant Inflatable Game Cube or large square cardboard box
• “Jellyfish Toss Tiles” (enhanced CD)
• Pack items 4-9, 11,13, 19, 21
• Small aluminum pail or bucket, paper clips, magnet, jute or twine (12 inches long),
cardboard towel roll
• Large clear jar, corn syrup, blue dish soap, water, oil, rubbing alcohol, food coloring
(blue, black, and purple), and a funnel
• Chocolate pudding mix, sandwich bags, clear packing tape
• Kids Devotional Bible
Step 5
• Pack item 11
• Sentence strips
• Squishy ball
Step 6
• Grades 1–2 Bible Study Leader Guide
• Pack Item 18
• Dive Kit: Grades 1–6
• VBS 2016 Devotional Bible for Kids
• VBS 2016 ABC Wristband
• The Gospel: God’s Plan for Me
• VBS 2016 Parent Guide
• VBS 2016 Kids Gospel Guide
Step 7
• Dive Kit: Grades 1–6
Step 9
• VBS 2016 Door Hangers
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Resources to Prepare
Step 3
• Copy all items from the enhanced CD and place in sheet protectors. Put protectors in 3ring binder.
• Place all collected resources in dive bag. (leader guide, leader pack, enhanced CD, 3ring binder, Devotional Bible for Kids, Dive Kit: Grades 1–6)
• Choose five fish from your cutouts to use. Label each fish with one of the following: Get
Started; Learn It; Live It; Finish It; Additional Activity
Step 4
• Print out “Jellyfish Toss Tiles” from enhanced CD. Place each one in the Giant Inflatable
Game Cube pocket. If using a large square box, glue each tile to one side of the box.
• Cut out each story segment (Conference Outline Item 2) and place in Kids Devotional
Bible.
• Prepare “Portholes” (pack item 9) as directed and place over the “Day 1 Bible Story
Picture” (pack item 4).
• Tie the jute or twine around the middle of the cardboard towel roll. Secure the magnet to
the end of the yarn not attached to the tube. Cut out “Water Words” (pack item 13) and
put a paper clip on each word. Place inside the bucket and set cardboard towel roll on
top to balance.
• Have items for the “Ocean Zones Directions” on the table measured as follows. Corn
Syrup: ¾ cup dyed black. Blue Dish Soap: ¾ cup with a small amount of blue food
coloring. Water: ¾ cup dyed purple. Oil: ¾ cup with a small amount of blue food coloring.
Rubbing Alcohol: ¾ cup. Make sure you have a jar that will hold at least 2 cups of liquid
and a funnel to help with pouring of liquids.
• Have “Share a Starfish” (enhanced CD) printed and ready to hand out to all conferees.
• Cut out “Mud Pictures” (pack item 19) and cover front and back with clear adhesive film
or laminate. Mix water and boxes of pudding to make a mud like consistency. Put equal
amounts of the pudding mixture in each plastic bag. Add a “Mud Pictures” (pack item 19)
card to each bag. Remove as much air as possible from each bag, seal the bag, and
reinforce each side of the bag with clear packing tape.
• Cut apart “Purpose or Porpoise” (pack item 21).
Step 5
• Cut apart “Submarine Signs” (pack item 11) and place around the room. Prepare 5
sentence strips with the following phrases. Place around room in the following order:
Bow - “Search me, God, and know my heart”
Starboard - “test me and know my concerns.”
Aft - “See if there is any offensive way in me;”
Port - “lead me in the everlasting way.”
Step 9
• Have VBS 2016 Door Hangers ready to hand out to conferees as they leave the session
Resources to Copy
• Enhanced CD items – print all
• Jesus Saw Nicodemus story– page 24 and 25 in the leader guide
• “Share a Starfish” (enhanced CD) for each conferee
• Handout 1 (1 for each conferee expected)
• Conference plan Item 1
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Focal Wall Description
Display the “Submerged Title Banner” (pack item 1) and “Banner Add-ons” (pack item 2),
“Psalm 139:23-24 Verse Poster” (pack item 3) and “Gospel Poster” (pack item 18). Add cutouts
of fish and other sea creatures to set the scene of an underwater viewing area. I would suggest
also adding the Bible story pictures to the focal wall for quick reference as you talk about the
daily Bible teaching lessons.

Room Setup Description
Set up a table near the focal wall. Cover the table with VBS 2016 Tablecloth or other bright
colored cloth. (You can stand behind this table as if it is a command center.) Arrange materials
needed on the table so that they are nearby while teaching. Set up chairs, facing focal wall, in a
circle so that there is a large space for conferees to participate in teaching activities.

Decoration Suggestions
Use the VBS 2016 Supersized Backdrop to create an illusion of a submarine door.
Create an underwater observation window using the VBS 2016 Super Duper Sized
Backdrop or use an underwater backdrop that has been framed by long strips of paper
and rivets added for effect. Add fish and other sea creatures to the backdrop to add color
and interest to the space.
Port Holes: You can create a small porthole by using two paper plates. Glue an
underwater scene on one plate. Cut the middle out of the other plate. Flip the cut plate
over and attach to the underwater scene so that it is domed out. Hang several together
as if looking out from the inside of submarine.

•
•

•

Audio Visual Needs
•

CD Player

Teaching Steps
1. Welcome (5 minutes) Play “Submerged” (CD) as conferees enter the room. Introduce
yourself and welcome conferees to the Submerged Observation Station. Briefly explain that
we have now traveled hundreds of feet below the surface. Review the decorations found in
the room as well as mention the decorating tips found in the leader guide on pages 6-7.
Explain that the environment is important to bring excitement to the week but the overall
focus must be a place where kids understand that “Jesus Sees. Jesus Knows. Jesus
Saves”. Briefly mention how you created decorations and information for where you found
materials used. Provide each conferee with Handout 1 to make notes on throughout the
conference.
2. Let’s Get Acquainted (5 minutes) “The ocean is full of amazing creatures that God has
created with specific design and purpose. You too are one of those creations.” Explain to
conferees that groups of fish are called schools. Conferees will be gathering in schools as
you call out different characteristics by which to group them. Practice by calling out the
same kind of hair color. Use the following ideas to group conferees in more schools as time
allows: eye color, favorite color, years teaching VBS, favorite VBS theme. Ask conferees to
go back to their seats. They just completed the “Start It” activity for Day 1 found on page 10
of their Leader Guide. Explain that this year they will be helping kids learn that “Jesus didn’t
just see the outside; He saw people for who they were on the inside … deep down.”
3. Diving Plan and Materials (20 minutes) Explain that every good diver needs to make sure
they have the necessary materials and a good dive plan to dive deep and explore the
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depths of God’s truth. Begin to unpack resource materials and curriculum pieces from their
dive bag. Use the following information to help explain the material and how it will be used
during their week of VBS.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Grades 1–2 Bible Study Leader Guide: Each leader needs their own guidebook. The
guide includes all the teaching procedures, decorations suggestions, supply lists, tips,
and suggestions for how to teach first and second graders. Take time to point out the
characteristics of first and second graders on page 5. Briefly review these with the group
by pointing out the portholes found on the wall of your Observation Station. Discuss the
importance of knowing the characteristics of first and second graders so that you can
lead them in their dive. Point out that a supply list for each day is provided for quick and
simple reference to materials needed for each day’s particular dive.
Grades 1-2 Bible Study Leader Pack: Each Bible study room should receive their own
leader pack. The items included inside the pack are the title banner which is displayed
on the wall, banner add-ons, and all the items needed to complete specific activities that
are outlined in the Bible study leader guide. Call attention to any pack items used on the
focal wall. Explain that each pack item is numbered and an instruction sheet is provided
on the CD to explain what each item is, if it is used on more than one day, and how it
needs to be prepared. Lifeway gives permission to copy the instruction sheet for each
leader in the class so they have this information as they prepare.
Grades 1-2 Bible Study Enhanced CD: The CD comes inside the leader pack. It has two
purposes; one is to provide music and the other is curriculum items that will need to be
printed. When the CD is placed inside a CD player it can used to provide music needed
for each day’s different activities, as outlined in the Bible study leader guide, and for
listening to Submerged music as kids arrive and leave.
Bible Study Enhanced CD Notebook: When the CD is placed in a computer you will be
able to access files with content for specific activities or supplemental activities as
outlined in the Bible study leader guide. You should print ALL of these files when you get
your CD so that you have a copy of the material. If you lose this CD, you won’t have
access to the items that need to be printed. Point out the different items found on the
CD; review questions, discussion questions, supplemental items used for activities. You
may copy/print as many of the CD items as you need for your specific group. Instructions
for using the Bible study enhanced CD are also found on the instruction sheet of the
leader pack.
Dive Kit: Grades 1–6: This kit is used in the same way as last year’s kit. The Dive Kit
includes 5 daily cards with Bible content and activities, Dive Slate with The Gospel:
God’s Plan for Me on the back, dry erase marker with eraser for writing on the Dive
Slate. This item is used each day in the lesson but as always, there are many different
ways to use it to reinforce the lessons from each day’s dive. The kit is designed for
grades 1-6 and so that each child may have one. However, it is possible to share one kit
with a small group of children if necessary. We will talk more about the kits later as we
walk through a daily dive schedule.
VBS 2016 Devotional Bible for Kids: The Bible is the most important resource for each of
our daily dives. We must be studying and going deeper in God’s Word to see that we all
need a Savior and that a relationship with Christ changes everything. Point out that the
Bible study leader guide begins each day with a leader’s devotion and an opportunity for
each leader to dive deeper into the lesson for each day. Each day also ends with an
optional Bible skill activity that leaders can use.

Remind conferees the following information regarding the supplies needed:
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•
•
•
•
•

All leaders need a copy of the leader guide
All rooms need a copy of the leader pack and enhanced CD
Copy all files from the enhanced CD
Dive Kits are recommended for one per child but can be shared when necessary
Devotional Bible for Kids (HCSB or KJV)

Point out the school of fish located on your focal wall. Remind leaders they need to speak to
their VBS director to get their specific schedule. The Grades 1–2 Bible Study Leader Guide
is set up for a 30 minute teaching time each day. Briefly go through the dive plan for a 30minute teaching time.
• Start It: 5 minutes to engage kids in the lesson for the day
• Learn It: 10-15 minutes teaching activity
• Live It: 5-10 minute application activity from the day’s lesson
• Finish It: 5 minute activity to recall the day’s lesson
• Additional Activity Options: 10-minute activities that leaders can use to extend
their daily dive or use to substitute from the original plan.
Take time to ask if there are any questions regarding the materials needed to dive into
God’s Word or the Dive Plan as outlined. You might have conferees that have never taught
VBS before and don’t have these materials or know they need them. Direct them to ask their
VBS Director about the materials that will be provided to them and remind them to also get a
schedule.
4. Bible Study Teaching (50 minutes) Remind leaders that the Bible study material is always
going to be located in the “Learn It” section of their daily plan. Each day divers will be going
deeper into discovering that “Jesus taught people that the kingdom of God had come and
that salvation is available to all.” We will learn that “Jesus Sees. Jesus Knows. Jesus
Saves.” It is important for children to understand that these lessons are true and are from
the Bible. We will be learning these lessons from a group of books in the New Testament
called the Gospels. These books tell about the life of Jesus. They are Matthew, Mark, Luke,
and John.
Ask for two volunteers to come help you play this Bible Skills Game. Show conferees the
Giant Inflatable Game Cube and point out the names of the books of the Bible and the two
jellyfish. The goal is to toss the cube and land on a book of the Bible. If so, one volunteer
works to locate that book in the Bible. If the cube lands with the jellyfish displayed everyone
must act like a jellyfish by moving their arms and jumping up and down.
•

Day 1: Jesus Saw Zacchaeus Jesus knows who I really am.
First and second graders will try to guess what the “Day 1 Bible Story Picture”
(pack item 4) looks like using only the visual clues they can see through the
portholes. After the story, kids can discuss how difficult it was to know what the
story was by looking at the picture with so much of it covered up. Pointing out
that “no matter how much we hide from others, Jesus knows everything about
you.”
Show conferees the prepared Bible story picture. Ask them to identify the people in
the picture looking through the portholes only. Read the section of the story to
conferees. Remove the “Portholes” from the picture and discuss how sometimes it is
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difficult to know the whole story because we only see certain parts. As leaders, we
need to remember that we only see parts of a child’s life but God sees who they
really are and what they need. Pray specifically that God will allow you to see who
children are and that they will recognize their need for a Savior.
•

Day 2: Jesus Saw the Woman at the Well Jesus knows my worth.
First and second graders will be listening to the Bible story and identifying
specific words as the story is being told. They will then use those words to retell
the story using the “Day 2 Bible Story Picture” (pack item 5).
Ask two conferees to volunteer to draw water from the well. Place words from the
well on the floor as a reminder of the listening clues. As you read the Bible story
section, have conferees point to the “Water Words” (pack item 13) when you use
them in the story. Ask conferees to look at the teaching picture and retell the story
using the specific words pulled from the well.

•

Day 3: Jesus Saw Nicodemus Jesus knows I need a Savior.
First and second graders will hear how Nicodemus came to visit Jesus while the
teacher prepares an “Ocean Zone” jar to represent each section of the story.
After kids will debrief and discover that as we listen and understand Jesus’
teachings we understand our need for him as our Savior.
Build your Ocean Zone jar as you read through the Bible story. (Make sure you note
the times to stop and add a new layer). After creating your jar, guide conferees to
review the story of Nicodemus and the importance of Jesus’ answer to his question,
“For God so loved the world, that He gave his Only Son, so that everyone who
believes in Him will not perish but will have eternal life.” Point out the “Sharing the
Gospel” found in the front of their leader guide. Give each conferee a “Share a
Starfish” (enhanced CD) and teach them how to fold on the dotted lines provided.
Encourage them to take their starfish as a reminder to pray for their VBS students to
recognize their need for a Savior.

•

Day 4: Jesus Saw a Blind Man Jesus knows my purpose.
First and second graders will find hidden pictures in bags that have been created
by the teacher to represent mud. After the teacher tells the story, kids will identify
how their picture relates to the lesson and help kids understand the story better.
Invite a conferee to try and identify the “Mud Pictures” (pack item 19) from the
prepared bag. Ask conferees to listen to the story and determine how the picture is
important in the lesson. Discuss with conferees that sometimes knowing our purpose
is difficult and we may not know exactly what the purpose is just yet, but Jesus
knows. Use the “Purpose or Porpoise” cards and read a few of the examples. Asking
conferees to identify if it is a purpose Jesus has for us or something we can do with a
porpoise. Be sure to point out that sometimes the answer is both.

•

Day 5: Jesus Saw the Children Jesus loves and accepts me.
First and second graders will listen to the story and have to decide if Jesus is
talking about children or adults in His teaching.
Open your Bible to Mark 10:13-16 and read the story to conferees and ask them to
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discuss what they think Jesus meant when He said to “welcome the kingdom of God
like a little child?” It requires faith and sometimes when we get older it is harder to
believe that God could love and accept us. Discuss what things kids might think to be
true that would keep them from believing that God could love and accept them. Pray
together and thank God for loving and accepting each one of us.
5. Bible Verse (15 minutes) First and second graders will be learning Psalm 139:23-24
throughout the week. Point out the verse poster (pack item 3) on the focal wall and have
conferees say the verse together. They will be learning the verse in 4 sections, a different
section each day with a review on day 5.
Explain that submarines have 4 directions; bow, aft, starboard, port. Have conferees stand
and explain that you will call out direction and they should turn to read the next section of
the verse.
BOW: “Search me, God, and know my heart;”
STARBOARD: “test me and know my concerns.”
AFT: “See if there is any offensive way in me;”
PORT: “lead me in the everlasting way.”
The Bible verse activity is found at the end of the “Learn It” section of each day.
Review the memory verse together by asking four conferees to put their backs together and
link arms, creating an eight-armed octopus. The remaining conferees read the verse aloud
while the “octopus” works to transfer the ball from hand to hand before the verse has been
read completely.
6. Sharing the Gospel (10 minutes) First and second graders will hear the gospel message on
Day 3 (Jesus saw Nicodemus) and will discuss the ABCs of becoming a Christian. There is
not a commitment time included in the teaching time however children are encouraged to
speak to a teacher, pastor, or other leader if they have questions about trusting Jesus as
their Savior and Lord. There are many tools to help leaders share the Gospel with children.
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

“Sharing the Gospel with Kids” – Located in the front of your leader guide
“Gospel Poster” (Pack item 18) – use to review the different items printed on the
starfish with children and discuss the gospel and how children can respond.
“Share a Starfish” (CD) – A take home reminder for kids to use as they share the
gospel with family and friends.
Dive Kit: Grades 1–6 – “The Gospel’s Plan for Me” is located on the back of the Dive
Slate and is a great tool to use as you lead in a discussion of what it means to
become a Christian.
VBS 2016 Devotional Bible for Kids – Bible designed with highlighted text and
margin notes to take kids through the gospel plan of salvation. Included is 30 days of
devotions to help any child build the habit of discovering God’s truth below the
surface.
VBS 2016 ABC Wristband – a great gift to remind children of how to respond to the
gospel.
VBS 2016 Kids Gospel Guide – a guide that makes it easy for kids to share with
family and friends the gospel and how to ask Jesus to be their Savior and Lord.
The Gospel: God’s Plan for Me – A witnessing booklet that emphasizes the God’s
plan for salvation from the beginning of creation and how we can respond to that
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•

plan.
VBS 2016 Parent Guide – A guide that is designed with 5 family devotions, fun
activities, and a gospel presentation.
When children respond to the gospel it is as simple as ABC.

7. Dive Kit: Grades 1–6 (10 minutes) – Dive Kits are used in the “Finish It” for each day and
are suggested for several of the activities throughout the leader guide. Dive Kits contain the
following items:
5 daily cards: During the “Finish It” sections, children are challenged to complete the
Daily Dive challenge before returning to the Observation Station the next day. These
cards also contain a short review of Bible content and other activities.
Dive Slate and Marker: This is used on Day 1 “Learn It” activity and Day 3 “Additional
Activity: Sea Urchin Stands”. The Dive Slate and marker can also be used by the
teacher during review, for children to write questions as the lesson is being taught, or
just to share messages with each other about what they are learning about Jesus at
VBS.
The Gospel: God’s Plan for Me: This tool is located on the back of the Dive Slate and is
used during the Day 3 “Live It” activity.
8. Additional Activities (5 minutes) – Point out that additional activities are available at the end
of every day. These activities are designed to take about 10 minutes for students to
complete. Every day four different options are offered; two application activities, one Bible
skill activity, and one bonus verse activity. Point out that you have used these suggested
activities in this training session.
Application Activity for Day 2 “What’s It Worth” to learn about the gear needed for VBS
2016 (Step 3)
Bible Skills Activity for Day 3 “Jellyfish Toss” to learn about the Bible lessons (Step 4)
Bonus Verse Activity for Day 3 “Octopus Arms” to review the Bible Verse (Step 5)
9. Continuing the Connection (5 minutes) – “The job of the Bible study leader isn’t over on the
last day of VBS. We have been given a great opportunity to build relationships with children
during the time they have been with us at VBS. Be intentional to continue that relationship
with children. Check with your VBS director and be a part of the follow-up process. Pray for
them to remember that Jesus sees, knows, saves, accepts, and loves them!” Give each
conferee a door hanger and encourage them to use it as a reminder to pray for VBS 2016.
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Grades 1–2
Bible Study
Motto: Jesus ___________. Jesus ____________. Jesus ______________.
Dive Materials:
•

VBS 2016 Grades 1–2 Leader ________________

•

VBS 2016 Grades 1–2 Bible Study Leader _______________

•

VBS 2016 Grades 1–2 Enhanced __________

•

Dive __________: Grades 1–6

•

VBS 2016 Devotional ___________

Dive Schedule:
•
•
•
•
•

Get StartedLearn ItLive ItFinish ItAdditional Activities – Application, Bible Skills, and Bonus Verse

Bible Study Teaching
Day 1:
Day 2:
Day 3:
Day 4:
Day 5:

Bible Verse: Isaiah 139:23-24

Handout 1
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Cut out each of the following segments and place in your Bible to mark your place for each
day’s Bible lesson. (Step 4)

Day 1 – Jesus Saw Zacchaeus
Luke 19:1-10
When Jesus entered Jericho, there was a rich tax collector named Zacchaeus. Zacchaeus was
very short and couldn’t see Jesus over the crowd. Zacchaeus had an idea and climbed a tree.
Jesus called Zacchaeus by name and told him that He would stay at his house that day. The
people in the crowd complained, calling Zacchaeus a sinful man (pic 5). After being with
Jesus Zacchaeus changed. Jesus saw Zacchaeus for who he really was—a man in need of
salvation.
Day 2 – Jesus Saw the Woman at the Well
John 4:1-42
As Jesus traveled through Samaria, He sat down at a well to rest. A Samaritan woman, who
many knew to be a sinner, came to the well for water. Jesus asked her for a drink and told her
many things about her life. When she recognized that Jesus was the promised Messiah, she
went back to town to tell everyone. Jesus saw the woman’s true worth and offered her living
water.
Day 3 – Jesus Saw Nicodemus
John 3:1-21; 38-42
Use the copy of pages 24 and 25 and place in your Bible.

Day 4 – Jesus Saw the Blind Man
John 9
Jesus and His disciples passed a man who had been blind since birth. The disciples asked,
“Who sinned, this man or his parents, to cause his blindness?” Jesus explained that the man
was not born blind because of sin, but his healing would bring glory to God. Jesus had
compassion for the man and healed him. People saw the blind man’s limitations, but Jesus
saw a man with a purpose.
Day 5 – Jesus Saw the Children
Mark 10:13-16
Parents brought their children to Jesus, but the disciples tried to turn them away. Jesus told
His disciples to allow the children to come to Him. Jesus explained that the kingdom of
heaven belongs to those who welcome it with childlike acceptance. Jesus loved and accepted
the children.
Item 1
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